Thank you for your interest in getting involved in California.

We are on the ballot in California through 2026.

In 2022 the Green Party of California endorsed a “Left Unity Slate” for the primaries in a historic decision uniting California Greens and the Peace and Freedom party. This united strategy was based on the many shared values between the two political parties. The Green Party of California urges all people who want a just and sustainable world to claim their electoral power, register Green, exercise their democratic rights, and engage in local and state electoral politics. Moving forward The Green Party of California urges all people who want a just and sustainable world to claim their electoral power, register Green, exercise their democratic rights, and engage in local and state electoral politics.

If you’re interested in helping out in California in other ways, such as on local Green Party organizing (including elections), general promotion of the Green Party, voter registration, and other actions, please do email us at: gpca@cagreens.org. For inquiries specifically related to candidates and elections in California, please email Greg Jan. Click here to email gregjan4@yahoo.com.

You can help to fund our nationwide ballot access efforts by making a donation to our Ballot Access Committee fund. Click here to open the donation portal https://www.gp.org/donate_bac